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Listen,
didja hear
that?!

I’m toO
young to
Rust!
Ah, there’s
nothing to
be afraid
of!

the
reaping
is REA
See PagLe!
s
27-34

SPRING INTO ACTION!
g’wan, get outta
here! you’ve worn
out your welcome.

Spring is that time
between winter’s icy grip
and summer’s hot
grilling, but it’s not a
break from maintenance.

Spring
cleaning
is due!

Here I am!
Are you
ready!? y’think
you Can you
handle me?!

uhH…

Take it one piece at a time. Find
where winter has done its worst to
your equipment and get it fixed.

Check all the fluids. Look in all the nooks and
crannies for corrosion, rust, wear and tear.
Ask yourself about each piece of equipment,

“Where could winter have
done the most harm?”
A good
battle
plan begins
before the
war.

Once your
equipment
is fit again,
look to the
future.

Where will your
unit be operating
this summer?
How often and in
what conditions?

How CAN summer try to
instead, spring’s the
best time to tackle the
aftermath of winter and
prevent the looming
problems of summer.

Most importantly,
ask yourself:

1

damage my equipment?
How can I head off
the enemy?

MAR 18

COMBAT

• Bag Corrosion with

Desiccant

• PM Keeps Howitzer

Combat Ready

• Stay on Top of

Corrosion

• Lube Those Boom

Pivot Pins!
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M1-Series
Tanks…

Bag CORROSION
with Desiccant
suRe is
Hot oUt
heRe!

it’s not
the heat,
it’s the
humidity!

a bag of
Desiccant
WilL do
The triCK!

C
rewmen, there’s nothing much worse than humidity in the ammo compartment
for your M1-series tank’s onboard ammo. That gives rust and corrosion a foothold.
Whether your tank stays uploaded all the time or only during exercises, the risk is
always there.
Occasionally wiping away any condensation in the ammo compartment will
reduce that risk. But the best way to fight corrosion is to stop moisture in its tracks.
A few bags of desiccant will give
you the advantage in the fight against
Order desiccant with
NSN 6850-00-264-6571
corrosion. Just open each ammo door
and put a bag or two on the floor between
the ammo tubes and the compartment
wall. NSN 6850-00-264-6571 gets a
drum of 300 bags of desiccant.
Check the desiccant bags when
it’s time to do PMCS on the hull
ammo compartment. It’s time for new
desiccant bags if they’re moist to the
touch or if the compartment walls are
wet again.

PS 784
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M777A2
Towed
Howitzer…

Breech Carrier
When servicing the breech
carrier, remove the carrier dust
cover in order to remove all
traces of RTV. Clean and dry fit
the cover to the carrier before
reapplying RTV, NSN 8030-01299-1762. Before reinstalling
the cover, apply RTV around
the outside edge of the cover
to seal out water and dirt and
prevent corrosion.

hey! You
don’t look
so good.

I could really
use some PM so I
can feel like my
old self!

Corrosion will put
your M7 7 7A2 howitzer
out of action in a
hurry if you aren’t
diligent.

Carrier dust cover

Remove carrier dust
cover and clean off old
RTV before reinstalling

Dog Coupler Drive Shaft
Doing a proper annual
service on your M777A2’s
primer feed mechanism
(PFM) will stop corrosion
before it can start. Check
out WP 0100 and WP 0102
of TM 9-1025-215-23&P
for information on keeping
the PFM’s dog coupler drive
shaft corrosion free.

Here are a few areas
you need to pay special
attention to so your
next fire mission goes
off without a hitch…

Regular PM
keeps dog
coupler
corrosion
free

You’re sure
putting rounds
on target now!

Spade Latch Return Spring
Take a few minutes to check the spring spade
assembly. Not cleaning and greasing the two
springs, NSNs 5360-99-278-3735 and 5360-99507-2838, can lead to rust. And then the springs
eventually break and have to be replaced.
That’s easy to prevent. Remove the housing
during PM and give both springs a good cleaning
and a light coat of WTR. See WP 0636, WP 0637
and WP 0638 in TM 9-1025-215-23&P in IETM
EM 0274 (Sep 16) for the full scoop on removal.

784 04-05.indd All Pages

After all
that corrosion
prevention, I
feel great!

Clean springs then lube with WTR
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Stay on Top of
o
CORROSION bo

M109A6 Paladin…

Later…

2. Inspect all 13 of the holes closely. The service life of the tube is reduced if any of the
bushings around the holes show signs of pitting or other corrosion damage. Tell
your mechanic.
3. Check each of the 10 rear evacuator orifice bushings for clearance. The three forward
metering holes don’t have to be inspected.
Two M284 bushing inspection tools are included with every repaired gun tube. Place
one of the tools on the gun tube following the instructions printed on the tool. Make
sure the measurement end of the tool hangs over the hole. There should be a gap
between the bottom of the tool and the top of the bushing. Tell your mechanic if the
tool touches any of the 10 bushings.
Two M284 bushing inspection tools included with every repaired gun tube

Good fire
mission
today, pal!
Yeah, but don’t
forget that
my tube’s been
repaired. it’ll need
some extra care!

rewmen, if your M109A6
CCPaladin
has a repaired

M284 gun tube, you’ll

need to follow some
special cleaning,
inspecting and lubing
instructions after firing
to stave off corrosion.
You’ll need to take
some extra precautions
after each firing.

THEN follow

these
additional
instructions…

Check the serial number.
if it has an R at the end
(example: xxxxTR), it’s
been repaired.

Just a little extra
care and attention
means my repaired gun
tube is good as new!

First, make sure you follow all of the
after PMCS shown in Item 16, WP 0148-20 of
TM 9-2350-314-10-2 (May 14).

BooM!

1. With the bore evacuator disassembled, give the 10 rear evacuator
orifices and three forward metering holes a good cleaning with CLP,
NSN 9150-01-054-6453, using the cleaning brushes, PNs 8432385
and 11686340, listed in WP 0151-27 of TM 9-2350-314-10-2.

Inspect the 10 rear
evacuator orifice
brushings for
clearance

784 06-07.indd All Pages

So how do you know if
your Paladin’s gun tube
has been repaired?

4. Check out WP 0151-27 of TM 9-2350-314-10-2 for instructions on how to clean and lube
the gun tube.
5. Use a gloved finger to apply GAA, NSN 9150-01-197-7690, to the head of all 13 bushings.
Use enough pressure to force grease into the surrounding chamber area and under the
head of the bushing.
6. Make sure each of the 13 holes is completely clear of grease before reassembling the
bore evacuator. The bore evacuator may not work properly if any’s left behind.

Get rid of
all grease, carbon
and corrosion so
that you can clearly
see the gun
tube.

PS 784
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M88A1 Recovery Vehicle…

Unlubed pins eventually rust in
place. if the boom pivot pin rotates
as you raise or lower the boom,
you’ll know the pins have rusted.

lube Those

Tarp keeps
rainwater
out of
boom
tubes

Always lube your M88A1 recovery
vehicle’s boom foot pivot pins and
boom pivot pins monthly with GAA.
Get a 1 3/4-pound can of GAA with
NSN 9150-01-197- 7690.

Boom Pivot
Pins!

Covering the top of your vehicle with a
tarp offers rain protection, especially
for the boom tubes. Rainwater falls
straight down the boom tubes and fills
the hull. That moisture causes the pivot
pins to rust, too.

now that
you’re here,
I can finalLy
get that neW
engine!

Use NSN 2540-01-330-8062 to order a
12x17-ft tan tarp, or NSN 2540-00-6537589 for the olive drab version.

Even if you drain my
hull regularly, some
of that water is going
to evaporate and
condense right onto
my main winch and my
hoist winch drum.

Too bad my boom
pivot pins haven’t
been lubed in a
while.

Next thing you know,
rust has a foothold.
So use the tarp to
keep the water out!

I’m not
pulling any
engines
today!

Good thing
someone finally
got around to
lubing my boom
pivot pins so I
can do my job!

M

echanics,
your M88A1 won’t
be much use in
recovering
vehicles if…
…you forget
to lube the
boom foot
pivot pins
and the boom
pivot pins.
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Don’t forget to lube boom foot pivot pins…

…and boom pivot pins
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• Rust Busters Tip of
the Month
• CPAC for CPC: What’
s with the

Acronyms?!

• How Many Mechanic
s Does it
Tak

e to Change a Light

Bulb?
• Clamp Down on Cor
rosion!
• Three Steps to Bet
ter Battery
Installation
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Corrosion…

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month
of
the

There. All
done. No
corrosion’s
gonna get
my truck!

There are a few
more steps you
can take to Keep
corrosion away from
your vehicle!

you’ve scrubbed your vehicle from bumper to
bumper. Every nook and cranny is free of dirt,
moisture and anything that can give corrosion
a foothold. All done, right?

• Stop rain water from entering vehicles
and equipment by closing doors and
hatches.
• Keep moisture out of commo
equipment, engine and transmission
housings, and other types of closed
components. The best way to prevent
water damage is with a tarp or parking
under cover whenever possible.

Well,
not
quite.

You still need to
do a few things
to prevent future
corrosion:

• Check drain holes regularly. Keep them
clear of dirt and debris so water drains
properly.
• Invert or tilt buckets on construction
equipment to prevent water buildup.
The same goes for dump truck beds.

use tarps
to keEp oUt
moisture.

if these techniques fail, be sure to remove standing water from crew areas
and closed compartments. Use towels, forced air, or a vacuum or pump.

PS 784
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CPAC for
for CPC:
CPC:
CPAC
What’s with
with the
the Acronyms?!
Acronyms?!
What’s
relAX. A litTle Cpc
wilL take Care oF it
uNtil We Get thAt Rust
Spot rePainted.

is it AwFuL? gO
Ahead, Give mE
the Bad News. I
can take it.

CPCs typically don’t contain
anything hazardous, but check
the safety data sheet to be
sure. Regardless, you should
always wear chemical-protective
goggles, a respirator and
chemical-resistant gloves
when applying the CPC to avoid
respiratory and skin irritations.

Wear protective gear when applying CPC

CPC s can be flammable!
Keep containers away from steam
lines, electronic equipment and
other heat sources.

Don’t spray CPCs
near open flames,
hot surfaces or
other sources of
ignition.
Never burn
or puncture
CPC cans!
Play it safe and
protect yourself
and those
around you from
personal injury.

in the world of Army
acronyms, CPAC is one you
gotta know now and forever.
it stands for

corrosion

Prevention and
control.

This is the stuff you wipe or spray on rust
and corrosion-prone surfaces like bare
metals that are exposed when paint or
coatings are damaged.
You can also use it on metal surfaces
inside vehicles or on equipment.

corrosion
Preventive
compound
also known as
rust inhibitor.

NSNs for various CPCs are listed
in TB 43-0213’s Expendable and
Durable items List.
For example, Cortec EcoLine 3220,
NSN 6850-01-607-7343, is a
canola oil-based product that
is environmentally friendly and
used to protect vehicles in the
highly corrosive environments of
Korea, Japan and hawaii.

(sometimes it’s caLled CPC.)
in the world of corrosion
prevention, CPC also stands
for something you’re gonna
need now and forever:

How to Get It

CPC slows corrosion
until rusty surface
can be repainted
Don’t be sloppy when applying CPC.
But if a little splashes on surrounding
surfaces, don’t worry. it won’t harm
plastics, rubber, glass or wiring.

Watch and Learn

CPCs come in many different forms.
Find guidance in WP 0008 of TB 43-0213,
Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPAC)
for Army Wheeled Vehicles (Sep 12), on the
LOGSA website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home

PS 784
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Corrosion
Pre
and Contr vention
ol (CPAC)
for Army
Wheeled
Vehicles (S
ep 12)

The TACOM/

TARDEC

Corrosion
Prevention team
has produced
a cool video
covering
everything you
need to know
about CPCs.

How to Use It
Select the one appropriate for your specific
vehicle and storage conditions.

TB 43-021

Apply the CPC regularly
to slow the spread of rust
after cleaning, before
and after deployment
and before any long-term
storage.
it works by displacing
moisture that can hold salt,
dirt and other pollutants.

MAR 18

Watch it at:

https://www.milsuite.mil/video/watch/video/17440

1/29/18 9:48 AM

HMMWVs…

How Many Mechanics Does it
Take to Change a Light Bulb?

man,
this thing
is StUCk!

it’s like
the bulb was
glued in.

No way was
it coming out
in one piece!

crack!
teLl mE about iT.
Corrosion gunKs up alL
mY light socKets.

sigh…

you’ve heard the joke about how many mechanics it takes to change a light bulb. All

joking aside, the bulb may require more time and effort than it should if you’re not
using silicone grease.
Rusted socket makes
Replacing light bulbs in a
bulb removal
HMMWV’s side marker light is
hard
fairly easy. Remove two screws,
take off the door and lens, pop out
the old bulb and stick in a new one.
The task gets a little dicey,
however, when rust builds up in the
socket. It practically welds the bulb
in place, making it impossible to get
the bulb out without breaking it.
Avoid this problem by applying a light coat of silicone grease, NSN 6850-00-9635402, on the base of the new bulb before inserting it into the socket. The silicone
stops the corrosion and makes it much easier to remove the bulb.
No joke, this stuff really works! Of course, if the marker light assembly is already
rusted, you’ll need to either clean or replace it before putting in a new bulb.

PS 784
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Lead-Acid Batteries…

CLAMP DOWN ON CORROSION!
back in MY
day, we greased
those baTterY
terMinaLs.
Grease?

yEp,
works for
MY hair,
tOo.

Now we use
Silicone.

but don’t
try it in
yOur hAir!

Dear Half-Mast,
Our unit recently hosted a reunion, and
a bunch of retirees came to visit. Some
of them told me they used grease to
coat the terminals on lead-acid batteries.
They said it helped prevent corrosion and
made the clamps easier to remove.
Is this good advice? If so, what kind of
grease is approved?
		
SGT T.B.S.

Yes, sergeant, the retirees
are right! You are wise to
listen and learn from their
experience. TACOM LCMC still
says a light coat of GAA on a
battery’s positive and negative
posts will help prevent
corrosion.
But TACOM now recommends a
silicone compound that works
even better than grease.
petrolatum
is more
common in
the field and
can Also Be
used.

Silicone compound on battery posts stops corrosion

PS 784
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Order a 3-oz tube of silicone
with NSN 8040-01-331-7133 or a
1-pint can with NSN 8040-01-3317134. order petrolatum with
NSN 9150-00-250-0926.

MAR 18

Three Steps to Better
Battery Installation

Tactical
Vehicles…

Another
birthday and
still going
strong!

How
does she
do it?

Corrosion kills
tactical vehicle
batteries…

All these
years and not
a wrinkle of
corrosion!

Honey,
it’s just
how I was
installed.

…but three simple steps during battery
installation can help stop corrosion and
extend the life of your battery.

Step 1: install a felt insulator washer over the battery post. The
washers are treated to help stop corrosion. That’s why they do a good
job protecting one of the critical spots on a battery where corrosion
often starts. Order a package of 100 with NSN 5970-01-101-4147.
Step 2: Give both battery posts a light
coat of silicone compound. Let the silicone
run down around the battery post and
terminal to completely seal out moisture.
A 3-oz tube comes with NSN 8040-01-331-7133
and 1-pint with NSN 8040-01-331-7134.

Rubber
covers
fold over
terminals

Step 3: install rubber covers on the
battery terminals. These keep moisture
off the terminals and slow the spread of
corrosion. They also prevent accidental
arcing from tools or other objects
misplaced near the terminals.
Order a single cover with NSN 2530-01-089-4992 or a package of 10 with
NSN 5940-00-738-6272. A hole in one end of the cover slides over the
terminal and folds over the cable connector.

PS 784
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CONSTRUCTION
• Rest the Bucket
• Look for Rusty Leaks
• Articulation Rods

Need Scrubbin’

PS 784
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CCE…

Rest the
Bucket
if you want to keep
rust away from my
buckets, keep the
water out and drain
holes open!

Operators, after the day’s run, make sure you park your vehicle with the front loader

bucket resting on the ground. That not only saves the hydraulics, but also allows any
water to drain out.
As an added step, place
Rest bucket on
ground to
a piece of wood under the
drain water
edge to keep the teeth from
and
sticking to muddy ground.
add wood
For backhoe buckets,
plank to
make sure they’re stowed so
protect
water can drain out. You’ll
teeth
also want to make sure the
bucket’s drain holes are
open for the same reason.
Water that sits in a metal bucket is rust waiting to start. And if that water freezes,
it can crack the bucket at its weld seams.
...creates rust
in no time!

Water trapped
inside bucket...

PS 784
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120M Road Grader…

LOOK
FOR

RUSTY
l ea ks

Operators, before the day’s
run, open the access door to
the engine compartment and
take a look at the exhaust pipe.
Specifically, look at where the
pipe is welded to the muffler.

Somebody
{ kOff! ko ff!}
check my
exhaust pipe.
{W hEeeze}
I can hardly
breathe!

Over time, condensation can build
and rust the area right next to the
weld. in some cases, the metal rusts
away completely, creating open
cracks that allow exhaust into the
engine compartment.

Look for leaks here

That exhaust is then sucked right
into the nearby air cleaner/filter
assembly. Eventually, the air filter
clogs up, resulting in severe engine
performance issues.

Another way to find this
problem is when you pull the
air cleaner filter elements
to check for buildup.

PS 784

if they’re clogged
with black soot, a
rusted exhaust pipe is
the likely source.

19

Call your
mechanic to
have it
checked out.
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120M Road Grader…

Articulation Rods
Need Scrubbin’

Here’ s a great
PM tip to keep my
blade moving at the
construction site!

o

perators, when cleaning time rolls around, don’t forget to wash under the grader’s
carriage. It’s a dirty job–you’ll have to get down on your hands and knees and crawl to
spray this area with a high-pressure hose.
But it’s necessary to clean out the sand, rocks and hard-packed dirt under the cab
where the vehicle’s articulation rods are located. This area gets packed with snow and
ice during the winter and mud the rest of the year. Eventually, it corrodes the articulation
rods and they stop moving.

Articulation rods are
under carriage and
usually forgotten

Clean away mud and dirt, then check
articulation rods for corrosion and damage

While you’re there, take a close look at the rods for any damage or bends. The rods
can break when the grader traverses over boulders, logs, tree stumps and other obstacles.
A bent or busted rod means you can’t articulate the grader’s blade.
Notify maintenance if you see a damaged rod. You’ll know something’s up if the
warning buzzer goes off inside the cab and you can’t articulate the blade.

PS 784
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• The Corrosion Menace
• Turn in Your
•
•
•
•

PS 784
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Unserviceable Aircraft
Parts
Cleaning is the First
Step for Fighting
Corrosion
Got Utility Helicopter
Safety Questions?
Got Shadow Questions?
FARP Helmet Parts
Update

MAR 18

The CORROSION menace
All Aircraft…

let’s get these
containers open
and check out our
new stock.

wh-whoa!
These things
are already
corroding?!

Sergeant Blade,
we received some
brand new Class IX
components -- and
they were showing
signs of corrosion
when we opened the
containers!
whada we do?

Each aviation
unit needs
to visit
WEBSDR,
fill out
a system
access
request
(SAR) and
register
their
DODAAC on
WEBSDR.

Got packaging questions?
Then
you’ll be
ready to
go if you
receive
parts that
need to be
reported.

Contact packaging specialist
Edward Hunter, (256) 8760284. You can also contact
Scott Hodgen in the AMCOM
Corrosion Program Office
at DSN (312) 788-5149, or
(256) 842-5149.
Their email addresses are:

edward.l.hunter2.civ@mail.mi
l scott.r.hodgen.ctr@mail.mil

H-60 Series…
sergeant
blade, WE’ve
removed the
generator
controls and
the propulsion
shaft.
What’re we
s’posed to do
with ‘em?

MWhenever
aintainers, corrosion is a battle you can’t take your eyes off of.
it rears its ugly head, you must be ready to chop it off.
if you’ve received packages or containers with
brand new Class IX parts and the components
show signs of corrosion or other supply
discrepancies,

turn ‘em in
for overhauL
asAp!

Check for corrosion
on shipped parts

follow these steps:
First, notify your Quality Control Technical
inspector. He will decide if repairs can be
made at your unit. if that’s the case, you’ll
repair the corrosion before installing the
part on the aircraft.

Communication with the AMCOM headshed is vital
in making sure action is taken to fix corrosion
on other new parts that are shipped to units.
That ensures everyone receives the parts they
need in ready-to-use condition.

The supply system can
only meet the demand for
parts when it has parts to
repair.
if you have unserviceable
Black Hawk components
or parts, turn them
in for repair, ASAP. in
particular, look for
these two parts:

Propulsion shaft
NSN 1615-01-083-2953
(PN 70361-05002-045).
Got questions?
Contact
Re’Quincia Collins at
DSN 788-0504,
(256) 842-0504
or email:

Supply Discrepancy Reports (SDRs) of class IX parts can be
submitted through WEBSDR at:

https://www.transactionservices.dla.mil/daashome/websdr.asp
NOTE: for aLl u.s. armY organizations, DO NOT use the pRoduct Quality DeficienCY
Report (PQDR) website (PDREP) to submit SDRs.

requincia.d.collins.civ@
mail.mil

DLM 4000.25, Volume 2, Chapter 17 (Supply Discrepancy Reporting),
is the tool to use when reporting shipping or packaging
discrepancies. Download the most current version at:

784 22-23.indd All Pages

M

echanics, the
maintenance and overhaul
programs need your help!

Generator control,
NSN 6110-01-504-6723
(PNs 21B17-96 and 7055002031-115) and
NSN 6110-01-335-9743
(PNs 21B17-96-A and
70550-02031-114).

Second, notify AMCOM of the problem so they
can address the issue in the supply system.

http://www.dla.mil/HQ/InformationOperations/DLMS/elibrary/
manuals/publications/dlm/dlm-pubs/

Turn in Your
LE
BLE
EAB
ICEA
VIC
N
RV
U
SER
NSE
UUNSERVICEABLE
Aircraft Parts
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All Aircraft…

I’m reaDy
To Blast thAt
CorRosion
awaY!

Cleaning

not so fAst,
BUDdY! We’re
GOnNa rinse this
Baby OfF… not
bLast it with High
pResSure Water!

is the

First Step
for

Fighting
CORROSION
Mechanics,
if you think
it’s a good
idea to use
high pressure
water to
blast grit
and grime
from your
helicopter’s
airframe…

…it’s

not!

Using high pressure washers and
wands are not authorized on Army
aircraft unless they’re regulated
to 175 psi like it says in chapter
2-7 of TM 1-1500-344-23-2.
Your specific aircraft PSI limits
may be lower so always check
your IETM for specific limits.

When cleaning aircraft, always use
the authorized cleaners in your IETM
and TM 1-1500-344-23-2, Cleaning and
Corrosion Control.
Highly alkaline cleaning compounds
(ph greater than 10) are not
authorized for use on Army aircraft.
some high strength
aluminums can
develop a condition
called hydrogen
embrittlement when
exposed to highly
alkaline cleaners.

although commercial
cleaners may appear
to perform as well
or better than
approved products,
they may be corrosive
to aircraft alloys.

Aircraft washed or cleaned during
scheduled or unscheduled maintenance
should be thoroughly rinsed with
plenty of low-pressure fresh water that
meets the water quality guidelines in
Table 2-1 of TM 1-1500-23-2.

PS 784
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sudden catastrophic
failure may occur as
a result of hydrogen
embrittlement when
the part can no
longer sustain the
applied stresses.

After cleaning and inspection,
treat your aircraft with
corrosion prevention compounds
(CPC) for protection. Follow
your aircraft specific IETM
guidelines and procedures.

MAR 18

Also
look in
your aircraft
specific IETM and
Table 2-5 of TM
1-1500-344-23-4 for
NSNs and military
specifications
on corrosion
treatment.

if you need up-to-date corrosion
information or corrosion assistance, check
out Chapter 8-5 of tm 1-1500-328-23.
You can also visit the amcom
Corrosion Program Office website at:

https://amcomcorrosion.army.mil

Got corrosion
questions?
Contact the corrosion
hotline at DSN 897-0209
or (256) 313-0209.

Got Utility Helicopter Safety Questions?
If you have safety questions about your UH-60 aircraft, the PEO Aviation safety office has
a direct email for units. Send your safety-related questions to:
usarmy.redstone.peo-avn.mbx.avn-uh-po-safety@mail.mil

Got Shadow Questions?
If you need support for your Shadow unmanned aircraft, send your questions and inquiries
to
the784
headshed by email at: usarmy.redstone.peo-avn.list.shadow-help@mail.mil
PS
25
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FARP Helmet Parts Update

AGSE…

Hey! The microphone headset on this fArP helmet
workS pRetTy GoOd!
gOoD neWs! YoU
can Use the Helmet
with Either One of
these MicroPhone
headSeTs.
the One YoU’Ve
got is greAt foR
CrawlinG arOund
Under the AircraFt
for Re-ArmiNG.
Pages 37-38 of PS 721 (Dec 12) told you how to build a forward area
refueling point (FARP) helmet with a list of all the parts.
However, the microphone headset, NSN 5965-01-2048505, that’s listed comes with a mouthpiece that
straps over your mouth. For those flying Apache
E-model aircraft, the headset mouthpiece can move
around and get in the way while crawling under and
around the aircraft during re-arming.

NSN 5965-01-204-8505
CAGE 81348
P/N 10987A
TYPE P/N M87819/1-01
HEADSET-MICROPHONE
SPE7M5-15-M-C920

There is an alternative
microphone headset
that aviators can use
instead. it comes with
NSN 5965-01-390-9240.

NSN 5965-01-390-9240
CAGE 71483
P/N 12510G-21
HEADSET-MICROPHONE H10-76
SPM7MX-13-D-0014-0139

Order the microphone headset that works best
for you during FARP operations.

PS 784
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hey,
guys…

IRON OXIDE OGRE, THE REAPING, PART 7:

CORROSION EX P LO S I O N
That’s the third
night in a row! I
haven’t had a wink
of sleep since it
started.

…Did you
all hear that
thumping
last night?

the sounds are
getting closer to
our crate every
night! and have
you noticed our
humidity indicator
is lOoking A litTle
PAle?

C’mon guys. The Soldiers are
just working late to Prepare
for that NTC deployment.
No one works
that late!

PS 784
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I’m OK, guys. just a
litTle nervous about
our trip is all.

hey, indi…
yOu, OK?

p
p!!
um
um
t
h
t
h
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zzzm
zzp
z
pz!!
hu
hum
t
t
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz zum
zzzp
z
z
p!!
um
t
th
h
		
		
hUh?
later…

S
GGGRRRLLLL SS
p!!
mp
tth
huum
p!!
mp
hum
tthu
p!!
mp
huum
		
		tth

K
R
E
E
A
C
H

Still think
that’s a
Soldier?

You’ll see.
I’ll be right
back.

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz WhUzZat?

OK, I’m going
to go check it
out. We don’t
have anything to
worry about.
{Gulp}
there it goes
again. And it’s
closer this
time.

thump!
thump!
		thump!

I’m tellin’
you guys
it’s nothing.
it’s just
one of the
Soldiers.

Prob’ly forgot
something and had
to come back for
it. Happens all
the time.
Hello?

Hey, who’s back
there? Sarge, is
that you?

PS 784
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Hey, this isn’t funny,
Sarge. You’re kinda
freaking the guys
out. One of ‘em isn’t
sleeping so good
and is getting kinda
cranky.

BuDdy?
Sarge?
Hello?

…

He’s been gone
way too long.
He should’a been
back by now.

I’m not
gonna
be able
to sleep
until we
know
what’s up
anyway.

I’ll go
loOk.

there
he is!

Dude, we
gotta go!

We’re not
s’posed to be
outside of the
container.

indi…
buddy…
You still
with us?

C’mon, before
somebody
catches us out
here.

gah!

PS 784
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indi… What’s
wrong? You aren’t
blue anymore. is
everything all
right?

it hungers…
it always
hungers…

indi -- what are
you talking about?
Who’s coming? What
hungers? What’s
happening?!

THE REAPiNG
WiLL TAKE
YOU ALL!

Dude!

indi what are you
talking about? Hunger?
Who hungers?

sOon… the
ree… the
reap… the

reaP…

p

ur gh!

Guys!

who’s
there!?

784 32-33.indd All Pages
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we gotta
get outta
here!

Soon…

{huff} I’m
not sure
{puff}
that was
our best
option!

the reaping
begins…

PS 784

Eee E Ek!

what’s
going on?!

less
talk,
more
run!
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ARGHHHHHH —* !

huRry!

We have
to split
up and
hide!

later…

the next day…
Sergeant Myers, it’s the
strangest thing I’ve ever
seen. The crate was open,
the humidity indicator
had turned white and the
wrenches were missing.

H H— !
ARGHHHH H *

psst!
d’you think
it’s saf—

I managed to
find one. it was
under that bag
of desiccant.
Just keeps
mumbling over
and over about
a repeat.

Chief Kruger isn’t
gonna like this at all.

the reaping is
real… the reaping
is real… the
reaping is real…

is the reaping happening
your warehouse?

PS 784in

if you’re not checking your humidity
indicators monthly, it might be…
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Small
Arms…

What is the
best lube to use
on your rifle,
machine gun or
pistol?
There are
choices but
sometimes it’s
difficult to
know what’s the
best choice.
Here’s…

Small arms
lubricants differ in
viscosity (how easily
they flow), chemical
composition and
heat resistance.

These characteristics
dictate which lubricant
to use depending
on the weapon
and environmental
conditions

Your -10 TM is always
the best guide to
cleaning and lubing your
weapons, but here are
some general guidelines
on lubricants…

RBC

clp

lsa

(rifle bore
cleaner)
is not a
lubricant.

(cleaner,
lubricant,
preservative)
is usually the
best choice for
taking care of
your weapon
since it cleans,
lubes and
preserves in
one step.

(lubricant, semifluid, automatic
weapons)
and

CLP and LSA
can be used on
most weapons
as long as the
temperature is
-10°F or higher.

So, before using
them you must
first clean your
weapons with
dry cleaning
solvent,

it’s strictly
for cleaning
out carbon
and powder
from the
chamber and
bore.
Remember,
when you’ve
finished using
RBC, you
need to lube
your weapon.

When the
temperature
drops below 10°F,
you can use

lsa-T
(lubricant, semifluid, automatic
weapons with
Teflon®)
are strictly
lubricants.

…Your Guide to

lubes

…For the

M3 recoiless rifle,
use only CLP
regardless of the
temperature.

On the M231 firing
port weapon,
don’t use CLP.
Use only LSA in
normal conditions
and LAW in
extreme cold.
For the MK 19, never
use CLP—it’s not
strong enough. use

if you can’t,

use LSA or
LSA-T. if the

gmd

temperature
drops below
0°F, it’s OK to
use LAW.

(grease, molybdenum disulfide)
if you can get it.

MIL-PRF-680
Type II.
Always de-grease

When you’re
lubing, remember
a light lube means
a film barely
visible to the eye.

thoroughly when
changing lubes.

A heavy lube
means a film
thick enough
to spread with
your finger.

LAW

Small Arms…

(lubricating oil,
arctic, weapons).

if it’s below -10°F,
use only LAW on
most weapons.

36
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if you need the NSNs for these
lubricants and cleaners, see your
-10 TM or Page 23 in PS 671 (Oct 08) at:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/
psmag/archives/PS2008/
671/671-23.pdf

There are
exceptions,
though…

MAR 18
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What Do
We Need Fo
r PM?

Dear Half-M
ast,
Our unit is
what cleanin getting ready to deploy
g supplies
to Afghan
we should
istan and
order for
we are wonder
our weapon
ing
s. Can you
help?

Dear Sergean
SSG G.H.
t G.H.,
Certainly. The
only complete
riﬂe and the
cleaning kit you
M4/M4
can order is
for the M16-se
Otherwise, you A1 carbine. It comes with
ries
NSN 1005-01-541-7
must order individ
need is listed
ual cleaning
228.
in the
items by NSN.
rundown of what’s back of the -10 TMs for
Everything you
your weapon
generally require
s, but here’s
d:
a quick
• CLP
1
/2 ounce, NSN
• Pipe cleaners
9150-01-102-1
4 ounces, NSN
473
pack of 32, NSN
9150-01-079-6
9920-0
1 pint, NSN
124
0-292-9946
• Wiping rags
9150-01-054-6
453
1 gallon, NSN
50-lb bundle,
9150-01-053-6
NSN 7920-0
• Riﬂe bore cleanin
688 • Cleani
0-205-1711
ng swabs
g compound
(RBC)
package of 1,000,
2 ounces, NSN
NSN 1005-0
6850-00-224-6
0-912-4248
8 ounces, NSN
656 • Toothb
6850-00-224-6
rush
1 gallon, NSN
657
NSN 1005-0
6850-00-224-6
0-444-6602
• Arctic lubricating
663 • Dry
cleanin
oil (LAW)
g solvent
1 quart, NSN
1 gallon, NSN
9150-0
6850-00-281-1
• Weapons lubrica 0-292-9689
5
985
gallons
ting oil (LSA)
, NSN 6850-0
2 ounces, NSN
1-474-2317
55 gallons, NSN
9150-00-935-6
6850-01-474-2
4 ounces, NSN
597 • Solid
316
9150-00-889-3
ﬁlm lubrica
1 quart, NSN
522
16-oz spray can, nt
9150-00-687-4
241
1 gallon, NSN
NSN 9150-0
9150-00-753-4
1-260-2534
686
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M16-Series Rifle,
M4/M4A1 Carbine…

I’m plugged up
and can’t be fired!
yOu neEd to Check
me with a
clearing rOd.

Clear
Bore
for
Clear
Firing
Any
obstruction
in your
M16 rifle or
M4/M4A1’s
bore can
spell
curtains for
your weapon
and maybe
for you.

you shouLd
do that
EVERy time
before You
fiRe me!

At the range, it’s better to
check with a clearing rod
rather than a cleaning rod.

Clearing Rod
Bend end of
welding rod
90° for a
handle

3”

Practically

anything:
a stuck
round, a
cleaning
rod section,
a cleaning
patch, dirt,
or the
sleeve from
a training
round.

A bullet fired at 3,000 feet per second does not push
obstructions out of a barrel.
The 60,000 psi has nowhere to go but back into the receiver.
The whole top of the receiver can blow up in your face.

Bullet
that hits
obstruction
in barrel…

Make a clearing rod with a
36-in long, 3/16-in diameter
brass welding rod, NSN
3439-00-244-4541.

Put a 90-degree bend three inches from one end to
make a handle. File off any burrs or sharp edges.

Easy does it inserting the
clearing rod so that you don’t
damage the muzzle crown.
Don’t slam the rod into the
bolt face, either.

what kind of
obstruction
are we talking
about?

A cleaning rod can unscrew and come
apart in the barrel. if you don’t notice,
the barrel blows up when you fire.

if you find a stuck round, don’t try
to remove it with the rod. Tell your
small arms repairman. it’s their job
to remove the stuck round following
the procedure in the M16/M4 -10 TM.

Of course, in the field you will have to use a cleaning rod
to check for obstructions. in that case, use a swab holder
section at the end of the rod you push in the barrel.
When you pull out the
rod, check for the swab
holder. That way you
know part of the rod
isn’t still in the barrel.

Use swab holder end to push in barrel

if an obstruction is found in the bore, a Malfunction/Accident/Incident
Report (MAIR) should be submitted by the local TACOM LAR .
if safety and protecting weapons
aren’t good enough reasons for
always checking for obstructions
before firing, be aware that
everyone from the Soldier firing
the weapon to the platoon
sergeant to the officer running
the range can be found liable
for a damaged weapon.

Don’t spare
the rod when
it comes to
making sure the
bore is clear.

That’s why it’s

…can
blow up
receiver!

critical
you check
that the
bore is

clear
any time
before firing
whether
you’re in the
field or at
the range.

784 38-39.indd All Pages
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

New Polymer Magazines Available
Soldiers Can
Now Use Polymer
Magazines in their
M16s and M4s.

I’m gOnNa
start using
polymer!

I think I’lL
StiCK with
mY alumiNum
maGazine.

Units now have a new
magazine choice for
their M16 -series rifles
and M4/m4a1 carbines.
Soldiers can choose a
black…

The Army has
authorized units
to use polymer
magazines.
…or tan polymer
magazine…

Be careful using the polymer
magazines at temperatures below 0°F.
They can crack or shatter if dropped
when it’s that cold. it’s safer to use
the standard aluminum enhanced
performance magazine, NSN 1005-01630-9508, in those temperatures.

NSN 1005-01-615-5169 brings a
black magazine and NSN 100501-659-7086 a tan one.
They cost a little over $13.
…or standard
aluminum enhanced
performance magazine

The enhanced performance magazine
is still the primary magazine and is
included as an M16 and M4 component
of end item (COEI) in TM 9-1005-31910 and -23&P. The polymer magazines
are being added to the additional
authorization list (AAL).

For more information, see TACOM LCMC
maintenance information message 17-045 at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI17-045.html
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Small Arms…

How Often
Should Weapons
Be Cleaned?
You’ve stiLl gOt another
month befORE yOu’re Due
a CLeaNing and LUbing.

don’t
lOok
at me!

can’t yoU
Feel the
HUmidiTY in
here? I nEed
atTention
NOW! I don’t
care what
the calendar
says!

Dear Specialist,
Yes! No matter if it’s a pistol, rifle or machine gun, it
needs to be cleaned and lubed at least every 90 days,
whether it’s been fired or not. And that goes for every
Army unit: Active, Reserves and National Guard.
But particularly in very humid areas where
corrosion is more of a problem, cleaning and lubing
will need to be done more often. If you wait until
90 days are up, you may find corrosion has ruined
the weapon.
When it’s time to take the weapon to the field, a complete BEFORE PMCS also
needs to be done by the operator. All of this is spelled out in most of the weapons’
-10 TMs. And if it isn’t, it will be in the TM’s next revision.

-Mast,
Dear Half
PS 764
Page 37 in
at at
th
id
(Jul 16) sa
y 90 days
least ever
e or M4
an M16 rifl
ld be
ou
sh
e
in
carb
lubed. Is
d
an
d
ne
clea
r all the
fo
ue
tr
that
s?
weapon
SPC B.M.
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Small Arms…
ahh… that
cleaning hit the
spot! but we’re
not done yet!

Cleaning
Tanks

I still need to
be coMPleTEly
lubed before
I go into
storage.

Do’s and
Don’ts

without lube,
I’d be defenseless against

corrosion.

Units are better off never using cleaning tanks for their weapons, mainly because

it’s too easy to mix up bolts when many weapons are run through the tanks. If a bolt
is used with a weapon it wasn’t headspaced for, the barrel can rupture during firing.
But cleaning tanks are a fact of life at many installations, so remember these do’s
and don’ts:
There are two nevers on cleaning tanks: Never use an ultrasonic cleaning system.
It can completely remove a weapon’s protective coating, which leaves the weapon
defenseless against corrosion. And never use a water-based cleaning fluid. That can
also lead to corrosion.
• Do use only dry cleaning solvent
Type II (81349), MIL-PRF-680. This
is the only solvent authorized for
small arms.
Here’s what the NSNs bring:
NSN 6850-

Size

01-474-2316
01-474-2317
01-474-2319

55 gallons
5 gallons
1 gallon

I’m the
ONlY
solveNt
yOu can
use on
SMAlL
arMs.

• Don’t clean small arms in the same cleaning tank you use for things like vehicle parts.
They may have contaminants that could damage weapons.
• Do protect yourself from solvent. It’s strong stuff. Wear goggles, rubber gloves and
coveralls with the sleeves rolled down.
• Do remember that some weapon parts should never be dunked in solvent. Examples
are the M2 and M48 machine gun back plates, the MK 19 bolt assembly and anything
plastic. Solvent will eat up these parts. Check the operator TMs for info on what parts
to keep away from solvent.
• Do use a metal basket in the tank to ensure no parts disappear during cleaning.

PS 784
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• Do wipe clean and thoroughly
dry all weapons that come
out of the tank. But here’s the
important part: The weapons
must then be completely
lubricated before storage.
Solvent removes every bit of
lubrication from weapons. If
weapons are stored without
being re-lubed, they will be
ruined by corrosion.

WHoA!
YoU just
cleaned

HMMWV

parts in
there…
you’re

not
gonna
put me
in there,
too!

How Do You Turn in CBRN?
now that we’re
finaLLy getting the
M50, what Do I dO
with You?
yOu still can
do a gOod
job protecting
SomeoNe.

Just emaiL
TaCoM.
They’Ll telL
YoU what to
Do.

Dear Editor,
As part of Ft Hood’s Command Maintenance Evaluation and Training Team
(COMET), we find units are unsure what to do with CBRN items like masks
and JSLIST that they no longer need. Usually they turn in the items to
the Supply Support Activity, where they sit and collect dust.
It would be a big help if you let CBRN specialists know where to turn for
turn-in help.
Terry Lewis
Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: Certainly, Terry.
For turn-in instructions on JSLIST, email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-icemp@mail.mil
For turn-in instructions on masks, PATS, uniform integrated protective
ensemble (UIPE), all purpose-personal protective ensemble (AP-PPE) and other
individual protective equipment (IPE) items, email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-masks@mail.mil

1/28/18 5:09 PM

MPHS: the ONLY Hydration
System OK for CBRN!
The Army has
decided only
one hydration
system is OK
for use with
any of the
protective
masks…
…the multipurpose
personal
hydration
system (MPHS),
NSN 8465-01643-5606.

This means that once you’re issued
an MPHS, the 1-qt, 2-qt, and steel
cold weather canteens are no
longer OK to use with masks.

The MPHS is
similar to
the MOLLE
hydration
system but with
the critical
difference that
it has been
specifically
engineered to

Of course, commercial hydration
systems such as CamelBak® have
never been approved for use
with masks.

Drink tube link connector
Link button

MPHS

The MPhs is strictly
for use in a CBRN
environment.

PS 784
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The training kit makes it possible to connect
your MOLLE hydration system to your mask.
of the items from the training
Never usekitany
in a live threat environment.
Everything needed for drinking in a
contaminated environment is included in the
MPHS package except the carrier.
Use the MOLLE hydration carrier as the
MPHS carrier.

The training
kit includes
one each
of these
components:

MOLLE carrier
(not provided)

Bite
valve
and
cover
Reservior

it should remain
in its foil package
until needed.

44

Type A Mask
Adapter (M50 series
masks: M53, MPU5,
MPU6, and JSGPM)

The MPHs can be used for up to
30 days of non-exposure once it’s
removed from its packaging…

MAR 18

• Bite valve with cover (box of 25),
NSN 8465-01-657-6603

• Drink tube link tube connector and water valve
(box of 25), NSN 8465-01-657-6628

O-ring seal

Type M Mask
Adapter (M40
series masks)

Top
view

• M40 mask adapter (box of 25),
NSN 8465-01-657-5386

• M50 mask adapter (box of 25),
NSN 8465-01-657-6646

Water valve

protect

in high threat
situations, Soldiers
should keep the MPHS
full. Refilling it in
a toxic environment
risks contamination.

Because the MPHS should be used only when
necessary, an MPHS training kit, NSN 8465-01643-6221, is available.

Screw cap and
tether

its contents
from chemical
contamination.

These
are the
components
of the new

…and it will
protect its
contents for up to
six hours following
exposure to toxic
chemicals.

check
out these
Training
guides
and
videOs!

For a training guide on the MPHS, go to:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/?t=soum&f=MPHSUserGuide.pdf
For a training guide on the training kit, go to:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/?t=soum&f=CBRNHydTrainKit.pdf
For a training/familiarization video, go to:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLznJLW2_ j4

The MPHS is being fielded through the Individual Chemical Equipment
Management Program (ICEMP). Soldiers will be issued an MPHS during their
unit’s deployment phase. An initial issue of the training kits has been shipped
to installation Central Issue Facilities (CIF).
Any replacement components for the
training kits must be ordered through
normal supply channels. if your unit
hasn’t received replacements, check
with your unit supply.

questions?

Contact Debi Dawson,
(703) 704-2802, or email:

debra.a.dawson.civ@mail.mil

For more information, see TACOM safety of use message 17-010:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SOUM17-010.html

1/17/18 10:56 PM

SOLDIER SUPPORT
• Hardware Lists at

Your Fingertips

• Lenses Recalled for

Cracking

• Fuel Can Etiquette
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Supply…

Hardware Lists at Your Fingertips

master sergeant halFmast, is there a good
list of bolts, nuts and
washers somewhere?

I need to
replenish our
unit’s bench
stock.

there is, ma’am. The
Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) Troop
Support offers
several hardware
fastener catalogs.

Look for the catalog links
at the bottom of this page:

http://www.dla.mil/
TroopSupport/
IndustrialHardware.aspx
But remember,
ma’am, to never
use fasteners
to repair or
reassemble
equipment without
first checking
the TM.

PS 784

Use only the exact
fasteners called
for in the TM. Bolts
and screws are
precision materials.

47

The wrong ones
could snap under
stress or not snap
when they should.
And that could be
dangerous, even
fatal!

MAR 18

Safety…

Lenses
Recalled
for
Cr ac ki ng
Eight lots of Wiley X Valor brand
lenses were recalled after they failed
during testing. The lenses cracked
during chemical, solar radiation and
ballistics fragmentation testing.

,
alert
Look iers!
Sold

This failure could lead to lens penetration,
causing eye injury or even loss of eyesight.

Before
you hit the
field, make
sure your
specs are
good to go!

For more info, see TACOM safety of use message (SOUM) 17-013 at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SOUM17-013.html
Questions? Contact your TACOM LAR or Robert Middleton at DSN 256-5531,
(508) 233-5531, or email: robert.a.middleton.civ@mail.mil

Fuel Can Etiquette
I’m feelin’
kinda woozy
here.

Take a clue
from me, and
toss your cap
to the wind!

ahhh... now
you’re just
putting on
airs!

The problem has
been fixed for
future lenses. Any
recalled lenses
will be replaced
for free by the
manufacturer,
Wiley X.

Steps to Identify and Replace Affected Lens
1. Wiley X Valor Spectacle Kit, NSN 4240-01-630-7802, is the main item. Look for the
word “Valor” on the spectacles’ inside right temple arm. If the “Valor” marking is not
present, your spectacles are OK and not part of the recall. If the “Valor” mark is there,
continue to Step 2.
Check inside of
right temple arm
for word “Valor”

ast,
Dear Half-M
we
How should
y F-24
store empt
el cans
or JP-8 fu
e
’r
ey
th
en
wh
on
not mounted
vehicles?

if the fuel cans are
empty and have never had
any fuel in them, just
store the cans the same
way you would store any
other plastic container.

SGT J.D.

2. Remove both lenses from the frame and look for the lot number etched on the top
outer corner of the lens. If you have any spare lenses, check those as well.
3. Check the lens lot number. The lot number is a four or five-digit number following the
letters FA, FB or FC. Look for any of the following eight lot numbers: 9961, 9962, 9979,
9980, 10034, 10035, 10121 or 10122. If none of these lot numbers are present, your
lenses are OK. If any of these codes are found, continue to Step 4.
4. Email Wiley X with the subject line “Valor Lens Exchange” at:
valorlensexchange@wileyx.com
Include your name, rank, shipping address, the lot number of affected lenses and total
number of lenses (right and left) that need replacement. The company will ship
replacement lenses directly to you.
5. Remove defective lenses and destroy them. Use alternate eye protection until your
replacement lenses arrive.
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But if the cans held
fuel in the past, they may
still contain some fuel
and fumes even though
they look empty.

PS 784

in that case, take the
caps off the cans. Drain
any leftover fuel into
approved containers.

Give them a few days to air out
and let the fumes evaporate.
Then cap the cans to keep out
dirt, bugs and water.

Store the open cans in a
well-ventilated area away
from heat or flames.

Now you can store the fuel
cans as if they had never had
any fuel in them.
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Publications…

CALL’s handbook
17-20 is a great guide
to supplement unitlevel home station
operator training.

CALL Handbook Spotlights Radio Systems
Other subjects covered
include:

the Center for
Army Lessons
Learned (CALL)
recently updated
one of its most
requested
publications.

•
•

•

Joint Tactical Radio
System rifleman radio
Force XXI Battle
Command Brigade and
Below-Joint Capabilities
Release (FBCB2-JCR)
Mission Command
Systems and AN/PRC
117G/152/155.

Version 2 of the Radio and System
Operators Handbook (Aug 17) gives
detailed instructions for operating
radio systems, up to and including
Capability Set 15.
Today’s radio systems
are complex. They
offer vertical and
horizontal connectivity
and an integrated
network baseline from
the static tactical
operations center to
dismounted Soldiers.

This handbook
gives users a quick
reference guide
and step-by-step
instructions to
quickly and securely
get communications
systems into
operation.

This handbook is marked us Unclassified/FOUO.
To view or download handbook No. 17-20 or
other CALL products, grab your Common Access
Card (CAC) and visit: https://call2.army.mil/

PS 784
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Power
Supply…

Unpack PDISE Promptly
to K.O. CORROSION!
Looks like
you got the
word about
unpacking our
new PDISE
ASAP.

Yep! Now we
gotta safely
dispose of
this crate
and packing
materials.

To help slow corrosion, a mitigation plan was added to the PDISE technical
data package.
But you should still unpack PDISE right away and remove all contents from the
shipping crate. Store the unpacked PDISE inside, out of the weather.
Safely dispose of shipping crates and any packing materials, including plastic
bags. If cadmium oxide is found, follow the cleaning and disposal procedures in
WP 0021 of TM 9-6150-226-13. Also review the cadmium safety tips on Pages
45-47 in PS 723:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2013/723/723-45-47.pdf
Questions? Contact CECOM’s John Mansfield at (410) 220-5576, or email:
john.k.mansfield2.civ@mail.mil

Get Range Safety Guidance

PS Mag
Live!

DA Pam 385-63, Range Safety (Apr 14), is your go-to guide for safety signage and flag
requirements, plus info on danger zones for various weapons and ammunition. Download
the pub at: https://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p735_5.pdf

A ll models of the Power Distribution Illumination System, Electrical (PDISE), except

the M46 electrical utility assembly, are shipped from the manufacturer in sealed
wooden shipping crates. Inside are the PDISE, its cables, accessories and TM.
An Army investigation determined that new PDISEs, stored in shipping crates that
were exposed to weather, showed corrosion on the connectors and mounting hardware
when unpacked.
Further detective work revealed that the
This problem impacts the following
shipping crates were manufactured using
PDISE models:
formaldehyde. Formaldehyde speeds up
corrosion. It causes cadmium “bloom.” Bloom • M40 A/P, NSN 6150-01-307-9446
occurs when cadmium transforms into cadmium • M60 A/P, NSN 6150-01-307-9445
oxide, a powder-like residue that forms on • M100 A/P, NSN 6150-01-308-5671
• M200 A/P, NSN 6150-01-308-5672
cadmium-plated components.

Wanna
connect
with us?
it’s easy!

Download the PS mobile app:

ANDROID
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mil.logsa.army.psmag&hl=en
APPLE
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/p.s.magazine/id1082232259?mt=8

Read PS online at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
White
powdery
substance
on PDISE
connectors
is cadmium
corrosion

Follow PS on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/armypsmagazine/
Follow PS Magazine/Half-Mast on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/USArmyPSMag
Email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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LOGSA PSCC Provides ASL Help
Correctly storing your
Authorized Stockage List

(ASL) can be like building
a three-dimensional
puzzle.

Section IV of

00
TM 38-4ce

Joint Servi
Manual for
Storage and
Materials 94
9
Handling 1

But if it’s done right,
you’ll reduce packaging
and storage risk while
protecting material and
ensuring unit readiness.

• Store items with similar handling requirements together whenever possible. That makes it easier to issue those items and
keeps them in good condition.
• Pack stocks that are needed most often within easy reach inside
the container.
• Pay close attention to the number of items packed, as well as
their size and weight. You’ll need to account for the weight of
the shipping container and the lift capacity of the vehicle used
to move them, too.
…26,
27, 28…

explains
the main
factors
that
affect
container
layout
plans:

• HAZMAT, sensitive and shelf-life items add their own challenges.
They’re usually stored together by type, but make sure those
items are compatible.

PS 784
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Planograph Development
Once you’ve completed these steps
and used the determination of
storage space requirements (DOSSR)
procedures, you’re ready for
planograph development.

Need Help?
Hey, wait! The
planograph
says that
goes in last.

The Logistics Support Activity’s Packaging,
storage and Containerization Center (LOGSA PSCC)
can provide help with DOSSR methods, planographs,
HAZMAT, COSIS and other ASL storage questions.

Planographs are drawings that tell
you where in the container to stack
certain items. LOGSA PSCC’s Storage and
Distribution Analysis Team can create
planographs in a number of formats,
including CAD and Microsoft Excel.

A similar
is
process
e
availabl
e
to brigad s
am
te
combat
(BCTs) witLhs.
AS
common

Send an email to: usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.iltad@mail.mil

Standardized
Containerization means
every BCT will store
each ASL item in the
same location in the
container regardless
of which unit the
container belongs to.

GCSS-Army…

Don’t Forget the RDD

COSIS
Care of supplies in storage (COSIS) ensures
Army containerized ASL parts are ready for issue
when and where they’re needed. it allows units to
understand the true condition of their ASL items,
providing an accurate assessment of readiness.

That not only conserves
resources, but provides
sufficient time to fix
problems when they’re
discovered.

Ok, that should be
the last of the Parts
I nEeded to Order.

Wait a tick… whAt’s this
OdD strinG of Numbers in the
reQuired Delivery dAte BOX?

Follow these COSIS PM checks for your containerized asl items:

• Keep unit packaging in place. That
hey, You’re noT
ahhh…
layer of protection guards against
S’Posed to be
smelL that
deterioration and damage. If you
Out thEre! ESD
Fresh Air!
Could Make yOu
find an item with an open package,
unserviceabLE!
check it first, then reseal it as best
you can. However, if the item is
electrostatic discharge sensitive
(ESDS), compromised packaging
that exposes the asset may have
already resulted in the item being
unserviceable. For these ESDS
items, the packaging should still be
resealed, but the items should be
downgraded to batch code “f” and
retested before issue.
• To prevent corrosion, containerized items will need additional inspections. At a
minimum, conduct routine COSIS visual inspections on containerized items stored
indoors on an annual basis. Containerized items stored outside need to be inspected
on a monthly basis. Routine visual inspections are especially critical when items are
stored outside. COSIS inspections are easy and, for example, can be accomplished when
inspecting fire extinguishers.
• Temperature-sensitive items shouldn’t be stored in ISO containers. These items won’t last
in the extreme hot and cold temperatures inside containerized ASL vans.
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Dear Editor,
Here at the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), we’ve noticed that units are
ordering 02 parts for Not Mission Capable-Supply (NMCS) equipment without
annotating the Required Delivery Date (RDD) as N01 or 999 in GCSS-Army.
This causes backlogs in the system because an RDD that’s left blank is
automatically filled with the Julian date. The system thinks that the part is
not a priority and ships it later or on a slower mode of transportation. That
can really slow things down if a unit needs the part urgently.
CW3 Donald Sherman
DLA Land and Maritime

PS 784

Editor’s note: Thanks for the tip! Units,
don’t forget to properly annotate your RDD
to avoid delays.
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Preservatives Prevent

CORROSION

A

one way to prevent corrosion
is to use contact preservatives
to protect parts and equipment
from the environment while
shipping or storing them.

• Brushing: Only use this method if no
other method is available. Brushing is
usually only for very small portions of
items.
• Filling or Flushing: Use this method for
larger items that aren’t easily handled.
Fill the item with preservative to coat
all interior surfaces. For some items you
won’t drain the preservative, but make
sure to leave space for heat expansion.
• Fogging: This method uses preservatives
injected as a fog or a mist into gas tanks
and interior engine cylinder walls.
• Spraying: Apply the preservative to
internal and external surfaces as a spray.
Several of these se
cau
preservatives can tion,
skin and eye irrita
so you’ll want to…

No single contact
preservative is
right for every
piece of equipment,
so you’ll have to
choose carefully
when deciding which
one to use.
Some preservatives
are permanent.
Paint, rubber
coatings and
porcelain fall into
this category.

…avoid
direct
contact.

Temporary
preservatives
include
lubricating oils
and greases.
There are
several ways to
apply them to
the equipment
you’re
protecting.

Make sure to use proper protective
equipment for the type of preservative you’re
using and equipment you’re preserving.

• Dipping: This is the preferred method of applying contact preservatives because it’s
the easiest and offers total coverage of the item. Stir the preservative frequently to
prevent air bubbles from forming. After the coating dries, place the item on a piece of
greaseproof barrier plastic.
• Flowcoating: Use flowcoating for interior surfaces. Pour preservative into a tube,
allow the preservative to coat the surface and drain excess preservative from the tube
back into the tank.
• Slushing: Pour the preservative into the part and rotate, agitate and slant the object
as needed to coat all interior surfaces. After slushing, seal off all holes to prevent dust
and dirt from entering the part. You can use rubber plugs to do that.

PS 784
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Cloe, I’m
Wondering
which
preservative
I need to
use?

Check out
MIL-STD-2073-1E,
Standard Practice
for Military
Packaging, or
the appropriate
technical manual,
for guidance.

For even more tips, download Packaging – The Basics at:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/documents/LOGSAP_746-1.pdf

1/18/18 11:16 AM

WatCh Your indiCators

The indicator will turn lavender if the humidity is within
10% of the number on the disc. This is a warning that
the humidity could start to cause a problem.
if the indicator is pink, then the humidity is higher than
the number indicated on the disc and your equipment is
in real danger from corrosion.

C’mon, y’gotta
check this out!

DANGER,

it’s weird! I’ve
never seen them
any color other
than blue.

PFC ROBINSON,
DANGER!

What do
you think it
means?

On the non-reversible indicator, look
for the color to change from
white

One of the best things you can do to prevent corrosion is to pay attention to
the humidity indicators on your Long-Life Reusable Containers (LLRCs).
There are

two types
of indicators,
reversible and

non-reversible,
but if
they start

if the indicator
turns white,
it’s busted and
needs to be
replaced.

to

orange

OR

Brown.

How often
should you
check your
humidity
indicators?

if the color changes to orange
or brown, replace the indicator
and inspect the equipment in the
LLRC for signs of corrosion.

it depends on the type
of environment your
LLRC is stored in.
Best business practice is
to inspect the LLRCs on a
monthly basis.

Two types of
non-reversible
indicators

TM 38-400 & DA PAM 700-32
can provide guidance on the
Care of Supplies in Storage
(COSIS).

Three types
of reversible
indicators

changing
colors

if you have any questions, the LOGSA Packaging, Containerization
and Storage Center (PSCC) is happy to help. Email them at:

it means
the same
thing…

usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil
Looking for more tips? Download Packaging – The Basics at:

…The equipment
inside the LLRC
is in danger of

https://www.logsa.army.mil/documents/LOGSAP_746-1.pdf

corrosion!
For any type of reversible indicators,
the indicators will change from
BLue

to

lavender

OR

pink

once the level of humidity rises in the LLRC.

PS 784
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if the indicator is blue, the
humidity level is less than the
number indicated on the disc.
This means everything is as it
should be inside the LLRC.
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The ONLY
grease
authorized
for me is
WTR!

